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Abstract - This paper introduces the concept of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in estimating and controlling the speed
of separately excited DC motor. The Neural Network scheme consists of two parts: one is the neural estimator, which is
used to estimate the motor speed and the other is the neural controller, which is used to generate a control signal for a
converter. These two neural networks are trained by Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation algorithm. Standard three
layer feed forward neural network with sigmoid activation functions in the input and hidden layers and purelin in the
output layer is used. Simulation results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and advantage of control system of
DC motor with ANNs in comparison with the conventional control scheme.
Kewords -Artificial neural networks(ANN), Learning of A NN, Structure of ANN, DC motor, control
System.

I.

INTRODUCTION[1]

The development of high performance motor drives is
very important in industrial applications. Generally, a
high performance motor drive system must have good
dynamic speed command tracking and load regulating
response.
D.C motors have long been the primary means of electric
traction. D.C motor is considered a SISO system having
torque/speed characteristics compatible with most
mechanical loads. This makes a D.C motor controllable
over a wide range of speeds by proper adjustment of its
terminal voltage. Recently, brushless D.C motors,
induction motors, and synchronous motors have gained
widespread use in electric traction. However, there is a
persistent effort towards making them behave like dc
motors through innovative design and control strategies.
Hence dc motors are always a good proving ground for
advanced control algorith m because the theory is
extendable to other types of motors. Many practical
control issues (motor control problems):
1) Variable and unpredictable inputs
2)
No ise
propagation
along
a
series
of
unit processes
3) Unknown parameters
4) Changes in load dynamics
Under these conditions, the conventional constant gain
feedback controller fails to maintain the performance of
the system at acceptable levels. The incorporation of feed
forward in artificial neural networks is important for
several reasons the dynamical propert ies of the system,
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and in practice it may imp rove the performance. They are
generally present in most non-linear dynamical system
and can be used to implement specific structures.
Advantages of using ANNs:
1) Learning ability
2) Massive parallelis m
3) Fast adaptation
4) Inherent approximation capability 5) High degree of
tolerance
Speed control techniques in separately
excited dc motor:
1) Vary ing the armature voltage in the constant torque
region.
2) In the constant power region, field flu x should be
reduced to achieve speed above the rated speed.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF DC MOTOR:
The separately excited DC motor is described by the
following equations:
KFωp(t) = – Raia(t) – La[d ia(t)/dt] + Vt (t)
.
….................(1)
KF ia (t) = J[dωp(t)/dt] + Bωp (t) + TL(t )
... ……….….(2)

...

where,
ωp(t) - rotor speed (rad/s)
Vt (t) - terminal voltage (V)
ia(t) - armature current (A)
TL(t) - Load torque (Nm)
J
- rotor inert ia (Nm2)
KF - torque & back emf constant (NmA-1)
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B - viscous friction coefficient (Nms)
Ra - armature resistance (Ω)
La - armature inductance (H)
Fro m these equations mathemat ical model of the DC
motor can be created when,
Ta -Time constant of motor armature circuit and
Ta=La/Ra (s)
Tm – Mechanical t ime constant of the motor
Tm=J/ B (s)

3. CONVENTIONAL DC DRIVES
Conventional direct current electric machines and
alternating current induction and synchronous electric
mach ines have traditionally been the three cornerstones
serving daily electric motors needs from s mall household
appliances to large industrial plants. Recent technological
advances in computing power and motor drive systems
have allowed an even further increase in application
demands on electric motors. Through the years, even AC
power system clearly winning out over DC system, DC
motors still continued to be significant fraction in
mach inery purchased each year. There were several
reasons for the continued popularity of DC motors. One
was the DC power systems are still common in cars and
trucks. Another application for DC motors was a situation
in which wide variations in speed in needed. Most DC
mach ines are like AC machines in that they have AC
voltages and currents within them, DC machines have a
DC output only because a mechanism exists that converts
the internal AC voltages to DC voltages at their terminals.
The greatest advantage of DC motors may be speed
control. Since speed is directly proportional to armature
voltage and inversely proportional to the magnetic flu x
produced by the poles, adjusting the armature voltage
and/or the field current will change the rotor speed.
Today, adjustable frequency drives can provide precise
speed control for AC motors, but they do so at the
expense of power quality, as the solid-state switching
devices in the drives produce a rich harmonic spectrum.
The DC motor has no adverse effects on power quality.
3. THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF DC MOTOR US ING
ANN
A neural net work is a generalized approach of
making the learning algorithm and making a decision for
accurate controlling operation in various applications.
The approach of neural net work basically wo rks on
the provided prio ries info rmation and makes a
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suitable decision for a given testing input based on the
provided train ing in formation. This approach is
analogous to the human contro lling appro ach where
all the past observations are taken as the reference
informat ion and are used as a decision variable. To obtain
such estimation in current DC motor controlling approach
the current DC motor drives are to be imp roved using
such a learn ing app roach . In th is p ap er a du al lev el
neu ral net wo rk approach is designed for DC mach ine
speed controlling. A dual lev el modeling prov ides a
faster t rain in g and co nverg in g as co mpared to a
sing le level neu ral mo d elin g. Fo r the realizat ion o f
a du al level n eu ral modeling, two -neuro architecture
namely A NN-contro l and ANN-train is proposed.
The 2 mod els o f the cont ro l system o f DC motor using
ANNs is built withANNtrain,and ANN control unit where
the network are trained to emulate a function: ANN-train
to estimate the speed, ANN-control to control terminal
voltage.[1,2,3]

4. THE STRUCTURE AND LEARNING OF ANN
ANNs have been found to be effective systems for
learn ing d iscrimin ates fo r patterns fro m a body of
examples [5]. Activation signals of nodes in one layer are
transmitted to the next layer through lin ks which either
attenuate or amplify the signal. ANNs are t rained to
emu late a function by presenting it with a representative
set of input/output functional patterns. The backpropagation training technique adjusts the weights in all
connecting links and thresholds in the nodes so that the
differen ce bet ween the actual output and target output
are min imized fo r all g iven t rain ing patterns [1]. In
designing and training an ANN to emulate a function, the
only fixed parameters are the number of inputs and
outputs to the ANN, wh ich are based on the input/output
variab les of the function. It is also widely accepted that
maxi mu m of t wo h idden layers are sufficient to
learn any arbitrary nonlinearity [4]. Ho wever, the
number of h idden neurons and the values of learn ing
parameters, wh ich are eq ually crit ical fo r sat isfacto ry
learn ing , are not suppo rted by such well established
selection criteria. The choice is usually based on
experience. The ult imate objectiv e is to find a
co mbinat ion of parameters wh ich g ives a total erro r of
required to lerance a reasonab le nu mber of t raining
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sweeps .[6,7]
Network
Nu mber of input
Nu mber of output
Nu mber of h idden
layer
Nu mber of h idden
neurons
Nu mber of t rain ing
patterns

ANN 1
3
1
1

ANN 2
4
1
1

3

4

1215

1215

Specifications of the motor used:- separately excited dc
motor with name p late rat ings of 1 hp, 220V, 550 rp m is
used in all simu lations. Following parameter values are
associated with it.
J = 0.068 Kg m2
K = 3.475 Nm A-1
Ra = 7.56
La= 0.055 H
D = 0.03475 Nms
µ= 0.0039 Nms2 ; T = 40ms

The ANN1 and ANN2 structure consists of an input
layer, output layer and one h idd en layer. The inp ut and
hidd en layers are tans ig - sig moid act ivation functions,
while the output layer is a linear function. Three inputs of
ANN are reference speed ωr(k), termin al voltage Vt (k-1)
and armature current ia(k-1). An d out put o f A NN1 is
an est imated speed ωp* (k). Th e A NN2 has fou r
inp uts: reference speed ωr(k), terminal voltage Vt(k-1),
armature current ia(k-1) and an estimated speed ωp*(k)
fro m ANN-1. The output of ANN is the control signal for
converter Alpha.
5.IDENTIFICATION OF DC MOTOR MODEL: [8,9]
The equation can be manipulated to the form;
Vt(k) = g[Wp(k+1), Wp(k), Wp(k-1)]

Output curve for terminal voltage

where the function g[.] is given by;
g[Wp(k+1), Wp(k), Wp(k-1)] = { Wp(k+1) - α Wp(k) β Wp(k-1) - [sign (Wp(k))]
Wp 2(k) - [sign (Wp(k-1))] Wp 2(k-1) }/ ;
and is assumed to be unknown. An ANN is trained to
emu late the unknown function g[.].
However as Wp(k+1) cannot be readily availab le.
Structure of ANN identifier is as:
Output curve for the rotor speeds

6. OUTPUT
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7. CONCLUS ION
The DC motor has been successfully controlled using an
A NN. Two A NNs are t rained to e mu late fun ct ions :
estimating the speed of DC motor and controlling the DC
motor, Therefore, ANN can replace speed sensors in the
control system models. Using ANN, there is no need to
calculate the parameters of the motor when designing the
system control. It has shown an appreciable advantage of
control system using ANNs above the conventional one,
when parameter of the DC moto r is variable during the
operat io n o f t he mo to rs. The s at is fied ab ilit y o f t he
system con tro l wit h A N Ns is mu ch b ett er th an t he
conventional controller. ANN application can be used in
adaptive controls for machines with complicated loads.
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